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The Mandate – 4 Things to note

1. Transactions covered under e-invoicing

E-invoicing in India will be effective from 1st April 2020 and will be applicable to notified list of entities and transaction 
types. 

a. B2B Transactions

All transactions between registered taxpayers are to be registered on Government portal and IRN to be obtained. 
Additionally, export transactions are also subject to these e-invoicing requirements. Collectively referred as B2B 
transactions, the following are covered under e-invoicing

• Business to Business(B2B) invoices
• Business to Government (B2G) invoices
•• Business to Export invoices
• Reverse Charges invoices related to transactions with registered parties
• Supplies through e-Commerce Operator

What does it mean for the Government?

b. B2C Transactions

Transactions entailing supplies made to unregistered persons or consumers (referred as B2C) are not to be registered 
with the Government. However certain class of taxpayers needs to generate QR code on B2C transactions
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Tax Collection:  On the tax collection side, e-invoicing will help to keep a check on under-reporting of supplies and tax 
liability by the taxpayers, as invoices will need to be routed through the Government. 

Refund Claims: On refund and ITC front, with transparency and authenticity of transactions, claiming of refund and ITC 
on accounting fictitious transactions and fake invoices will get exposed 

Tax Frauds: Integration of e-invoicing system with other systems like GST, E-way Bill will result in reducing compliance 
burden on taxpayers. Effectively could result in better compliance and the scope of inconsistent disclosures and 
fraudulent reporting will get minimized

Overall in the economy and in the eco-system, greater transparency and inter-operability of data can 
be achieved with e-invoicing going live. 



3. Documents covered
For the B2B transactions, the documents of following type need to be 
registered on Government portal to get IRN generated

 Invoice

 Debit Note

 Credit Note

For ease of use, the documents are collectively referred as 
Invoices throughout this document.
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2. Taxpayers covered under 
the mandate

Taxpayers with turnover above ₹ 500 cr, need to comply with both B2B 
and B2C e-invoicing requirement

Taxpayer with turnover above ₹ 100 cr (less than 500 cr) need to 
comply with e-invoicing mandate related to B2B transactions. 

Taxpayers covered under the mandate

Summary of the mandate

4. Responsibility of IRN generation

Whom the 
mandate 
applies

Which 
transactions 
are covered

• B2B
• B2G
• Export invoices
•• Reverse Charges   
 invoices related to   
 transactions with   
 registered parties
• Supplies through   
 e-Commerce     
 Operator

Business to 
Unregistered parties 
or consumers (B2C)

NA.
Not to be registered 
with Govt.

Supplier Accounting /Billing 
system to generate 
QR code

• Invoice 
• Debit Note
• Credit Note

• Supplier
• e-Commerce     
 Operator on behalf  
 of the supplier

Send the data to 
Government Portal 
via API

What 
documents to 
be registered 
with Govt

Who has to 
generate

How to 
generate

The supplier of the goods or service, who generally issues the invoice, 
is required to comply with the e-invoicing requirement of generating 
IRN for B2B transactions. In case of ecommerce transactions, the 
ecommerce operator will have the option to generate IRN on behalf of 
supplier. 
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Getting ready for the change

Key decisions to be taken

Looking at the benefits that new IRP system has to offer, e-invoice standard and the e-invoicing process definitely can be 
considered as positive changes. Though the scope in the initial phase is limited to B2B transactions, the taxpayers need to 
take a futuristic and holistic lookout. The full benefits of e-invoicing can only be realised when the IRN and digital signature 
is recorded back in the accounting systems. In other words, end-to-end integration.

The key strategic decisions which taxpayers need to carefully evaluate and decide 

These decisions will decide the approach the taxpayers want to adopt and hence the expectations from the solution 
providers for e-invoicing 

Identify data fields 
which need to be 
extracted and/or 
provisioned for in 
billing system

Identify the 
systems and 

scope of changes 
needed to get 
e-invoice 
requirements 
incorporated 

Decide the 
integration 
approach for 

generating IRN on 
near real time 
basis and batch 
processing

Get vendor 
compliance and 
checks in place 
for automations 
and validations

Selecting the right solution

At the outset, the e-invoicing is a straightforward process of sending data to Government and getting IRN and signed data 
in returns. Invoicing is one of the core business processes and has a life cycle in itself. Taxpayers should look for solutions 
which enable them to seamlessly embed IRN generation as a routine business function and at the same time manage the 
complete invoicing process and the subsequent GST and E-way Bill compliance.
While the basic e-invoice operations will be available in all solutions, some additional features a taxpayer should consider 
are – 

Does the solution- 
• Offer flexible integration options which can align with 
 taxpayers business processes without major disruption?
• Allow to customize view and invoice print templates?
• Manage all GSTINs and access rights for users?
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• Enable operations at a PAN or a business group level?
• Ability to handle high transaction volumes?
• Allow sharing and collaboration with the customer and   
 vendor eco-system?





IRIS Onyx – A complete e-invoicing solution
IRIS Onyx, an e-invoicing solution from IRIS GST, is a one-stop platform to view, share and collaborate with your customers 
and suppliers alike, while managing the entire communication with the GST systems in a hassle-free manner.
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One-stop 
solution

Organisation 
Hierarchy and 
access controls

Robust data 
validations

Aligns to 
your business 
needs

Define your 
views and 
templates

A name 
to Trust
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REGISTER FOR DEMO

https://www.irisgst.com/iris-onyx/








About IRIS
IRIS Business Services Limited (IRIS) is a leading 

Reg-Tech company with a stack of structured data 

solutions for organizations globally.  The Company 

has over twenty years of proven expertise in 

regulatory reporting with regulators and 

corporates as clients in over 30 countries around 

the world. 

IIn India, IRIS’ compliance product suite has clients 

that include over 1000 corporates including 

companies like Amul, Coal India, Tata Steel, Reliance 

Industries, TVS Group, Godrej and L&T groups and 

over 100 scheduled commercial, private and 

cooperative banks such as HDFC Bank, SBI, ICICI, 

Bank of America, Credit Agricole etc. 

IRIS was one the few companies appointed by GSTN 

as GST Suvidha Providers in the rst round and 

offers GST solutions under its business division – 

IRISGST.

IRISGSTIRISGST provides a comprehensive integrated 

solution around e-invoicing, Eway Bill and GST ling 

for Indian Corporates. The feature rich ASP solution 

is leveraged by more than 650 companies for their 

GST lings. Having users across industries, our 

reconciliation module addresses almost all the 

reconciliation issues peculiar to industry types. 

@

We are a bunch of accounting professionals with 
collective experience of more than 15 years in 
regulatory compliance & technology. We all came 
together in 2017 to start the GST journey. GST is a new 
concept in India but our experience in global 
regulatory technology has helped us to create 
products that have simplied taxpayer's lives 
immenselimmensely.

We are now bringing an integrated solution for 
E-Invoice, EWB & GST compliance. This eBook tries to 
answer questions around the new mandate of 
e-invoicing and how to prepare for it.
Feel free to contact us for any of your quarries on 
support@irisgst.com 
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